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2018 January New Microsoft 70-776 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Updated Today! Following are some new 70-776 Exam
Questions:1.|2018 New 70-776 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 75Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-776.html
2.|2018 New 70-776 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/191rIaTzbWdd9hNtirvjRzvhKTjl0Kgbk?usp=sharingQUESTION 33You have a Microsoft
Azure subscription that contains an Azure Data Factory pipeline.You have an RSS feed that is published on a public website.You
need to configure the RSS feed as a data source for the pipeline.Which type of linked service should you use?A. webB. ODataC.
Azure SearchD. Azure Data Lake StoreAnswer: AQUESTION 34You have sensor devices that report data to Microsoft Azure
Stream Analytics. Each sensor reports data several times per second.You need to create a live dashboard in Microsoft Power BI that
shows the performance of the sensor devices. The solution must minimize lag when visualizing the data.Which function should you
use for the time-series data element?A. LAGB. SlidingWindowC. System.TimeStampD. TumblingWindowAnswaer:
DQUESTION 35You have a Microsoft Azure SQL data warehouse that has 10 compute nodes.You need to export 10 TB of data
from a data warehouse table to several new flat files in Azure Blob storage. The solution must maximize the use of the available
compute nodes.What should you do?A. Use the bcp utility.B. Execute the CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE AS SELECT
statement.C. Create a Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that has a data flow task.D. Create a Microsoft
SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that has an SSIS Azure Blob Storage task.Answer: DQUESTION 36You plan to
use Microsoft Azure Event Hubs to ingest sensor data.You plan to use Azure Stream Analytics to analyze the data in real time and to
send the output directly to Azure Data Lake Store.You need to write events to the Data Lake Store in batches.What should you
use?A. Apache Storm in Azure HDInsightB. Stream AnalyticsC. Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS)D. the
Azure CLIAnswer: BExplanation:https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-lake-store/data-lake-store-data-scenariosQUESTION
37Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique
solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have
a correct solution.After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will
not appear in the review screen.You have a table named Table1 that contains 3 billion rows. Table1 contains data from the last 36
months.At the end of every month, the oldest month of data is removed based on a column named DateTime.You need to minimize
how long it takes to remove the oldest month of data.Solution: You implement a columnstore index on the DateTime column.Does
this meet the goal?A. YesB. NoAnswer: AQUESTION 38Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the
same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.After you answer a question in this section, you
will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.You have a table named Table1 that
contains 3 billion rows. Table1 contains data from the last 36 months.At the end of every month, the oldest month of data is removed
based on a column named DateTime.You need to minimize how long it takes to remove the oldest month of data.Solution: You
implement round robin for table distribution.Does this meet the goal?A. YesB. NoAnswer: BQUESTION 39You are using a
Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics query language.You are outputting data from an input click stream.You need to ensure that when
you consecutively receive two rows from the same IP address within one minute, only the first row is outputted.Which functions
should you use in the WHERE statement?A. Last and HoppingWindowB. Last and SlidingWindowC. LAG and
HoppingWindowD. LAG and DurationAnswer: BQUESTION 40You are designing a solution that will use Apache HBase on
Microsoft Azure HDInsight.You need to design the row keys for the database to ensure that client traffic is directed over all of the
nodes in the cluster.What are two possible techniques that you can use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. NOTE:
Each correct selection is worth one point.A. paddingB. trimmingC. hashingD. saltingAnswer: ACQUESTION 41You have a
Microsoft Azure Data Factory pipeline.You discover that the pipeline fails to execute because data is missing.You need to rerun the
failure in the pipeline.Which cmdlet should you use?A. Set-AzureAutomationJobB. Resume-AzureDataFactoryPipelineC.
Resume-AzureAutomationJobD. Set-AzureDataFactotySliceStatusAnswer: B!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 New 70-776 Exam
Dumps (PDF & VCE) 75Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-776.html2.|2018 New 70-776 Study Guide Video:
YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=fky71_zJ2qU
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